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1 .0 IN TRO DUCTI O N

Revolutionizing Digital Asset Management
In this white paper, we introduce a crypto asset management interface, Anchor Digital’s Compass System™.
Anchor Digital addresses the existing limitations in decentralized asset management with streamlined toolsets and
solutions for better data and access. We are addressing a gap between the excitement of a decentralizing marketplace
and the ability to actually manage and unlock value from smart contracts and associated tokens. Anchor Digital
is developing “wallet-first” focused software that enhances the experience of crypto users worldwide by acting as
“middleware” between exchanges and token holders. We allow people to access, organize, and control digital assets
more easily, including cryptocurrencies, utility tokens, and tokenized securities.
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1.1 COMPANY BAC KGR O UND
Anchor Digital already has a functioning MVP platform.
We founded Anchor Digital in 2017 after our own frustrating experiences with the highly technical and fragmented
crypto universe. We realized customers want go-to crypto solutions with modern customer experiences, much like
what they are used to in traditional finance, but native to the blockchain space. That’s why we created a user interface
where you can buy, sell, interact and transfer through one consistent, real-time middleware fabric.

1. 2 AB OUT A NC HO R D IGITA L
We are simplifying digital management.
Anchor Digital is a digital financial firm creating an ecosystem that will use blockchain technology to make the crypto
asset management and trading process process more convenient and secure. Anchor Digital’s proprietary technology
reduces friction points in the crypto marketplace to benefit users and issuers.
We worked closely with legal, compliance, and regulatory counsel to create a framework for compliant management of
digital assets. To our knowledge, we are now the first ever Common Equity Token offering with intention of running all
corporate actions through our ERC20 ADGE security token.
Anchor Digital, LLC is a US based fin-tech solutions firm focused on providing professional, reliable and affordable
analytical tools for the modern digital asset owner, manager and trader. We are headquartered in Charleston, South
Carolina.
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2 .0 FO RWARD

Eliminating bottlenecks around centralized systems
Anchor Digital has set out to change the way people deal with crypto assets. Unlike many blockchain start-ups, we
already have an established product, which goes beyond a vision and a timeline.
We have raised seed capital from investors and built a platform that provides exchange wallet control and concierge
services for the management of crypto assets. Our technology empowers people to have greater control over their own
crypto-wealth and be part of a community investing in eliminating bottlenecks around centralized systems. We seek
to develop an innovative token in compliance with U.S. legal statues.

2 .1 TH E M IS S IO N
To deliver turnkey solutions that save people time and money.
The future of cryptocurrency trading is a unified process for trading across major exchanges across the globe, with
tools for research, reporting, and tax management. Anchor Digital wants to support individuals in their adoption of
blockchain technology with a complete toolset to navigate the decentralizing landscape.
We are a young, modern and thoughtful solutions organization that gives the power of individuals’ data and portfolio
into their own hands for the first time in the crypto asset growth cycle. In a nutshell, we help the way critical private
wallet information is stored and managed for the empowerment of the user.
At Anchor Digital we seek to improve the quality and resiliency of the digital marketplace. We are making headway in
becoming a mainstream resource in cutting the cost of complying with the increasing regulation of crypto assets. Our
RegTech integration is one of our competitive advantages.
Blockchain technology and the multi-utility token ecosystem will turn our crypto-finance platform into a scalable,
global one. In the longer term, we believe our platform will be used for humanitarian, educational and chain-of-title
market needs. We will continue ongoing improvements and development to support the crypto asset market’s needs
for innovative solutions and data analytics.
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3 .0 AN C H O R D IGITA L CO MPA SS SYST EM™
A SaaS-based solution to control what you own
The Compass platform integrates crypto-asset wallets and exchanges with a suite of technology to increase efficiency,
oversight, and transparency in the management of crypto wealth and reduce time and costs. Compass has positioned
itself to capture the fast-growing crypto asset management market. To date, Compass has the only institutional-grade
platform to seamlessly manage crypto wealth and we are working diligently to increase features.
The Anchor Digital Compass System™ is middleware fabric software for the crypto economy, providing market tools
that benefit participants and enhance market structure. Anchor Digital allows developers, portfolio managers and
traders to reduce crypto UX friction and manage digital wealth through a single user interface via a flexible, private
and secure infrastructure. Among the critical modules is tax compliance, which fits the data requirements for US IRS
reporting and filing. Pleas note, however, we are not a tax advior.
The Anchor Digital Compass System dashboard gives market participants worldwide a transparent and trusted, singlepoint, comprehensive environment for tracking, transfer, and trading of crypto assets across all exchanges, wallets
and blockchain protocols.
Anchor Digital’s Compass System is designed to be a crypto companion for users of digital assets.

3 .1 T H E CO M PA S S TAX TO O L
Anchor Digital’s debut “adult swim” tool for the crypto markets is a tax analysis tool. The Compass Tax Tool provides
users with exchange specific trade performance reporting, capital gain or loss analysis across total portfolio, single
crypto asset or a selected period, while offering customizable tax rates. A few additional features include:
• Interactive Holdings: Select key variables to analyze holdings and review components of portfolio performance
• Historic Reports: Upload exchange trade history file, our proprietary Hub API-Reader traces crypto asset data
on an exchange specific basis to provide best accuracy for true USD cost basis
• Printable or downloadable files: Download xls, csv or pdf files for further analysis
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3 . 2 WHAT M A KE S T HE A NCHO R DI G I TA L CO MPA SS
SYSTEM ™ D IF F E R E NT
Your wallets at your fingertips.
The Anchor Digital Compass System™ is a single-point crypto interface that allows users to buy, sell, and transfer all in
one place. The core concept, with reg-tech and compliance in mind, is improving the user experience, connecting the
dots of independent destinations. We are a skin that doesn’t require your keys, while maintaining native blockchain
connectivity.
Anchor Digital is expanding to other digital management offerings to answer the demands of a new generation of
crypto-wealth owners, token issuers and holders and the crypto community.
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4 .0 A NC H OR DIGI TAL SER VES A NEED
Powering data access and unlocking economic value.

Consumers in the booming crypto ecosystem are looking for the same kinds of asset management systems they have
come to expect in traditional markets. As the drive for crypto innovation picks up momentum, new key entrants in
the space are dissecting the opportunities associated with digital transformation in the crypto-services industry.
Ultimately, we think the best product is the one that delivers the greatest value to the crypto community.
In our view, creating a secure, robust and efficient digital asset management system is important. People around
the world experience the same problems in the crypto markets. It is difficult for users to obtain consolidated crypto
balances, capture tax data, and control their wallets. Fragmented crypto exchanges increase friction to the user and
lower the efficacy of risk-control mechanisms, as the space remains bogged down in manual and intensive processes.
Anchor Digital addresses these existing limitations in crypto asset management through turnkey solutions that will
save people time and money. Now, traders and HODLERs alike can effectively monitor the movement of all their crypto
coins.
Current solutions may satisfy the “social trader” or the “retail holder”; however none of the current applications satisfy
institutional-grade requirements. Portfolio managers, risk managers, and traders need dedicated middleware to
maintain best practices in compliance and risk-control, while maintaining customer service standards. And a multiallocation trade function is desperately needed.
As the new blockchain ecosystem grows, the breadth of quality investments in crypto assets will expand, providing
a new asset class for traditional investors. With this idiosyncratic asset class, professional tools will be required to
effectively operate in the management of these assets.
Additionally, regulators worldwide are now actively participating in the crypto conversation. Having compliant market
mechanisms in place will be essential for participants mandated to operate within regulatory regimes.
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5.0 A N IN N OVATIVE SO LUTI O N
Managing your digital assets just got easier.

Anchor Digital’s Compass system™ is the first institutional quality platform that’s utilizing blockchain technology to
streamline the asset management process. Anchor Digital provides the benefits of a single trading interface, access to
real-time performance, portfolio and drift data, and provide greater insights.
The Compass System is a single interface web, desktop and mobile application that allows for portfolio creation and
trade control over multi exchanges while maintaining compliance and regulatory best practices. This single “compass
style” interface offers multi-user admin rights for firm wide functionality.
Presently, traders must first locate the wallet for the cryptocurrency they wish to trade, then find an exchange that
lists the asset. As a trader diversifies their holdings, coins become spread across wallets and exchanges and not all
exchanges are compatible with all wallets. From there, tracking cost bases and tax liability becomes a lengthy process.
Our system makes it simple to take control of your wallet and facilitate the management of a diverse portfolio
of crypto assets.
Compass is intuitive for the casual trader, while providing the professional tools needed for asset integration at the
billion-dollar fund level. It is an exhaustive yet instinctual solution to manage fiduciary needs in the crypto currency
markets.
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5.1 B EN EF I TS A ND F E ATURES

Trading

 Trade Allocation

Single interface across all
majorexchanges and private
wallets

Multi-Account / Multi strategy
portfolio management and trade
allocation

 Data Feeds

 Analytics

Market data, exchange order book
and private wallet data

Charting tools and global fund flow
analytics

 Reporting

 Tax Tool

Customized reporting and
accounting tools

A gain/loss and income calculator to
track both potential and realized taxes

Compass is a hybrid web app available via Web3 technology, allowing users to process payments and access systems
through our open-source smart contract.
The Lighthouse is a dashboard command center for overall portfolio view, interaction and education around crypto
assets.
AnchorActive API is a proprietary API Hub providing secure access to major exchanges, wallets, key media sources and
future utility-driven integrations.
WalletRC is an innovative wallet-first control center for real-time exchange trading and wallet transfers.
Compass Tax Tool provides historic and ongoing fiat or crypto-based P&L performance data derived from exchange
source as well as custom capital gains exposure analysis.
Media Center provides intelligent and timely content to education and inform traders.
Data storage is available within the Compass system architecture.
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6 .0 API STRATEG Y AND AR C HI TECTU R E
A superior design to help achieve business success.

Our architectural framework enables the unique functionality of our API implementation. We created a platform that is
both maintainable and scaleable. The Compass System is designed to continuously evolve and incorporate additional
features. We can effectively design and test additional APIs or update a range of APIs in unison while keeping smooth
running of existing APIs, backend systems and client applications.
Internal flows include Load Balancer, Web Servers, Databases, and background processes like Billing.
The API platform, AnchorActive™ as a whole interacts with external vendor data and functionality, such as exchanges.
Our API allows retrieval and manipulation of data, using advanced security mechanisms for secure access and
reliability.
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6 .1 M AI N F E ATUR E S
The Lighthouse main dashboard provides a snapshot view of account and wallet balances, with built-in tools for
managing and interacting with your crypto assets.
• Wallet RC™: An API-driven, wallet “remote control” lets users take full control of their wallets.
• Compass Tax Tool: A standalone solution for processing tax exposures on income and capital gains.
• Media Center: High-quality, curated crypto-centric and blockchain technology news.
• AnchorActive™: Proprietary oracle hub providing trusted time-stamping and utility-driven integrations.
• Wallet RX™ (4Q18): A pre-trade analytics suite with research and pre-trade portfolio solutions product.
• WalletHQ™ (BETA): Seamless back office suite; block trade multi-allocation functionality and Token Treasury.
• WalletGO (2019): An Ethereum-based smart contract product suite. Currently in our sandbox.
• CLaiRE™ (2019): Crypto Learning artificial intelligence Research Enabler for actionable data and insights.

6 . 2 VALUAT IO N CO M PA R I SO NS
The valuation process must be rooted in a strong thesis and examine the expected long-term development of the
hyper-growth crypto marketplace.
Anchor Digital is set up to serve crypto asset investors around the world, estimated at roughly 50 million users
according to Quora. And this is only 1% of the word population; a number expected to grow substantially over the
next 10 - 15 years. Anchor Digital has built a product that meets customer’s needs today and has identified how to
monetize the value it provides.
This is a financial services offering and traditional value calculations apply as a starting point. Thus, we provide
traditional valuation comparisons for this purpose alone.
Tradingscreen (Cloud Based Modular EMS) https://www.tradingscreen.com/
• Market Cap Estimate: $350mm-$450mm
• 2016 Annual Sales Estimate: $60mm
Eze Castle (Full-fledged OMS/Connectivity) https://www.ezesoft.com/
• Market Cap: Being purchased for $1.45bn
• 2016 Annual Sales Estimate: $120mm - $150mm
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Portware (EMS) was acquired by Factset for $265mm in 2016
• https://tinyurl.com/PortwareMA
Redi Global Technologies was acquired by Thomson Reuters for an undisclosed amount in 2016
• https://tinyurl.com/REDIMA
The aforementioned valuation comparisons have limitations and should be applied only when useful.
Anchor Digital created an innovative structure and pricing designed to be investor friendly.

6 . 3 L AND S CA PE
In assessing the need for the Compass System, we surveyed and studied traditional markets order management
systems, as well as the existing products in the crypto ecosystem. Below is a summary of functionality comparable
products.
COMPARABLE PRODUCTS:
Cointracking.info
• Portfolio tool with simple client and tax reporting tools.
• Limited API connectivity, old technology with limited scope/stability.
Coinigy.com
• Trade manager with broad based API connectivity. Single account only.
• No DEX or Relayer access, No tax operations tools or portfolio view
Altpocket.io
• Portfolio tool driven off social media experience. Not robust.
• Minimal connectivity.
CoinDash.io
• Socially driven for entry level retail. Not technical or robust in nature.
• No Trading access or customized portfolio tools.
HODL
• Wide exchange access and newsfeeds for day traders.
• No portfolio tools. No Operations tools.
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7.0 T HE CO RE TEAM

A diverse group dedicated to product development
The Anchor Digital team is a driven group, with traditional market experience, who espouse fair and equitable
distribution models and are devoted to a project that solves a critical problem within the present ecosystem.
The team’s complementary skillset spans web and mobile application development and institutional capital
markets, including the launch of a cloud based SEC and FINRA regulated banking and asset management businesses.
Leveraging collective experiences, the team will presently launch the Anchor Digital Compass System.

LEADERSHIP
MARCUS MARTIN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Marcus is a blockchain financial services entrepreneur. He is building a revolutionary data driven product
suite within the cryptocurrency ecosystem at Anchor Digital. He is also CEO and head of product structuring at
Global Oak Capital Markets, a global investment bank. He is COO of Port Royal Asset Management and General
Partner at Blockchain Basecamp, where he advises enterprise clients on blockchain strategies, opportunities,
and implementation challenges. He brings to the table extensive investment experience backed by expertise in
blockchain protocols, crypto assets, distributed ledgers and their potential business uses.

FRANCISCO ARIAS, CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Francisco is a senior software developer and a subject-matter expert in data science and distributed computing.
With a background in theoretical physics and neural networks, he has worked in academia and as a consultant
to medium to large businesses. Francisco has a deep understanding of software development lifecycles and
distributed applications (Dapps), and has deployed a number of smart contracts on the Ethereum network.

JASON BRITTON, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Jason guides the overall financial vision and direction of the company. He is also the CIO and Head of Portfolio
Manager of his own registered advisory firm, where he is a prolific author of thought leadership for the firm.
Jason lends expert knowledge of the cryptocurrency and blockchain industries and extensive experience
in finance, and sources potential companies for partnership. Jason has his MBA from the Yale School of
Management.
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DEVELOPMENT
KENNY PAVAN, SENIOR BACKEND ENGINEER
Kenny is an experienced lead developer. He is architecting and building the logic and backbone services for the
Anchor Digital cryptocurrency platform, creating a secure, highly reliable system, with a vast array of features.
Kenny has developed many custom business tools and applications using Javascript, C, Python, and PHP. Kenny
has a Bachelor of Science (B.S.) focused in Molecular Biology and is an experienced Computational Biologist
accustom to performing Bioinformatics analysis of genetic data.

YIE NG, UI/UX DESIGNER
Yie is a competent in all facets of the design process and skilled in information architecture design. Yie serves
as a primary designer for Anchor Digital’s digital media properties and is responsible for the overall design of
web applications and a 50 page interface, incorporating usability, comprehensive work flow and building to
specifications. Yie is a contractor at Formulate Studios. She is skilled in using design, wire framing, and use case
tools.

MAURICIO VILLALOBOS, WEB DEVELOPER
Mauricio is a full stack web developer. He is responsible for the development, test, and support of Anchor
Digital’s web application and translating designs into rich user experiences. Mauricio has the technical
knowledge to build complex web applications to meet requirements.

KEY ADVISORY
MICHELLE HANSEN, SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER
Michelle assumes a firm grasp of Anchor Digital’s project objectives, communicating and actioning them
effectively, including prioritizing work, estimating user stories, facilitating UI/UX design, and coordinating
engineers that implement code. Michelle is skilled in coordinating multi-disciplinary teams within an agile
framework. Michelle is the CEO of Formulate Studios, a digital agency specializing in blockchain-based
applications and financial service offerings.
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KEY ADVISORY
TERRY MULRY, PUBLIC RELATIONS
Terry executes strategic media plans in line with the firm’s mission and brand strategy. Terry is also CEO of
Mulry Consulting were he provides strategic counsel and integrated program implementation in marketing and
communications to global securities firms, institutional investors, banks, and similar organizations that operate
in global financial services. Terry has experience developing and pitching stories to media, with with strategic
media contacts.

WILLIAM F. DRAKE, BOARD MEMBER & BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
Bill is Member of the Board and in charge of business development. He coordinates the production team and
provides support where necessary to market Anchor Digital’s Compass System. Bill is also Partner of Global
Oak and Chief Investment Officer at Port Royal Asset Management, where he supervises research and portfolio
construction decisions, including crypto and traditional assets.

KELLI MARTIN, CO-FOUNDER
Kelli is a Co-Founder and Senior Advisor. Kelli leverages her background in law alongside securities regulation
and compliance experience toward regtech thought leadership within Anchor Digital’s business development
and production teams. Kelli is a Project Manager at College Foundation of the University of Virginia.

J.R. HADLEY, CO-FOUNDER
J.R. is Co-Founder and Adviser to Marketing. J.R’s role is to lead Anchor Digitals strategic growth plan in
coordination with sales leadership, and to develop marketing strategy and execution across the organization,
focusing on the Compass System. He has a track record of results-oriented achievements and successful
strategy execution in a high growth company. Lead the company’s strategic growth plan, including the
identification of new market opportunities and/or segments.
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8 .0 PROJ ECT T I M ELI NE
Production schedule for the Compass System:
Monday, August 6 Limited Beta Release/Announcement for 1st Pool feedback
Thursday, August 9 Feedback response(s) requested from 1st Pool by
Friday, August 10 Website & Whitepaper Release/Announcement
Monday, August 13 2nd Pool Limited Beta Release
Monday, August 17 Feedback response(s) requested from 2nd Pool by
Wednesday, August 22 - Friday, September 7 Public Beta Open Registration with some sort of discount
or perk
Thursday, August 30 Announcement with web live link to Start Engine page
Monday, November 26 MVP Launch

9.0 SUMMA RY

Digital asset management is the next big thing.
Anchor Digital’s Compass System™ is a next generation application for digital portfolio asset management. Compass
enables you to securely sync your crypto wallets and exchange accounts into a secure hub.
There is a critical need for a new generation of portfolio management that facilities monitoring, trading, analytics, and
tax management functions in a secure hub. The Anchor Digital Compass System™ is your crypto companion.
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1 0.0 CON TACT US
For more information, please contact: marcus@anchordigital.io

1 1 .0 DISCL AIMER
This document is not meant for solicitation, sale or valuation of any related product or offering. This information does
not constitute a solicitation for any sale, nor do the details herein constitute investment advice. Please seek legal,
compliance and tax counsel before investing in crypto assets.
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